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New York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's Meg: Primal Waters continues his
thrilling action adventure series--the basis for the feature film The Meg, starring Jason
Statham as Jonas Taylor. Eighteen years have passed since Angel, the Megalodon
shark broke free of the Tanaka Lagoon and returned to the Mariana Trench.
Meanwhile, Jonas Taylor-adventurer, has become Jonas Taylor, middle-aged father of
two, overwhelmed by mountains of bills and the daily strife of raising a family. But life is
about to change. A Hollywood television producer wants Jonah to join his new survival
series: Daredevils. For the next six weeks, two teams of crazy daredevils on a South
Pacific Ocean voyage on-board a replica of a Spanish Galleon will try to outperform one
another in front of the cameras. Jonas needs the money, and the job seems easy
enough-doing color commentary. But behind the scenes, someone else is pulling the
strings. And before it's over, Jonas, Terry, and Mac will again come face to face with
the most dangerous creatures ever to stalk the Earth. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Kwan Wilson was a high school basketball star living in San Diego when a tragic
accident changed his life in ways no one could predict. He only looked at his phone for
a few seconds, but that was all the time it took to crash his car into a telephone pole,
the impact killing his mother while severing his spinal cord and paralyzing him from the
waist down. After the accident his father, Admiral Douglas Wilson, sends him away to
live with his maternal grandmother in South Florida. Kwan’s new principal, anticipating
his depression and isolation, tells him about an internship working at a genetics lab in
Miami that’s testing shark stem cells on rats in an effort to cure cancer and repair
spinal injuries. Kwan declines—until he learns the beautiful Anya Patel is an intern at the
lab. The good news is that the stem cells are curing their rat subjects; the bad news is it
alters their DNA so much it kills them. When a promising breakthrough is made, Kwan
risks his life and injects himself with the experimental stem cells—altering his destiny
and the lives of millions in the process.
An accessible and beautifully written middle grade novel-in-verse by award-winning
Irish author Meg Grehan about Stevie, a young girl reckoning with anxiety about the
many things she has yet to understand—including her feelings about her friend Chloe.
Perfect for fans of Ivy Aberdeen's Letter to the World, Star Crossed, and George.
11-year-old Stevie is an avid reader and she knows a lot of things about a lot of things.
But these are the things she'd like to know the most: 1. The ocean and all the things
that live there and why it's so scary 2. The stars and all the constellations 3. How
phones work 4. What happened to Princess Anastasia 5. Knots Knowing things makes
Stevie feel safe, powerful, and in control should anything bad happen. And with the help
of her mom, she is finding the tools to manage her anxiety. But there’s one something
Stevie doesn’t know, one thing she wants to understand above everything else, and
one thing she isn't quite ready to share with her mom: the fizzy feeling she gets in her
chest when she looks at her friend, Chloe. What does it mean and why isn't she ready
to talk about it? In this poetic exploration of identity and anxiety, Stevie must confront
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her fears to find inner freedom all while discovering it is our connections with others that
make us stronger.
From the Gulf of Mexico's shallow waters to the deepest parts of the Pacific, terror
comes to the surface when six-year-old Paul Haines sees two older boys disappear
under the surf. His mother, Carolyn, a charter boat captain on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast, finds herself embroiled in the tragedy to an extent she could never have
imagined. Soon to be an NBC miniseries.
Looking for a new cozy series? In the free edition of Cozy Case Files, Minotaur Books
compiles the beginnings of fourteen charming cozy mysteries publishing in
Spring/Summer 2021 for easy sampling. The twelfth edition of Cozy Case Files features
the latest cozies by the following authors: Ellie Alexander, Meri Allen, Donna Andrews,
Eve Calder, Sheila Connolly, Cate Conte, Hannah Dennison, Jess Dylan, Leonard
Goldberg, Carolyn Haines, Kylie Logan, Allison Montclair, S. C. Perkins, and Ashley
Weaver. Have a sweet tooth? Get your fix in A Tale of Two Cookies, The Rocky Road
to Ruin, and Mocha, She Wrote. Pick up some flowers and read Death in Bloom, then
travel to your favorite cat café in Claws for Alarm. You can join in for preparations for a
production of Macbeth in Murder Most Fowl, and stay the night at a hotel in Danger at
the Cove. And in the morning, train cadaver dogs in A Trail of Lies, then help clear a
professor’s name in Independent Bones. Perhaps you prefer to travel in time. A
Sherlockian mystery awaits you in The Abduction of Pretty Penny. Visit England in
WWII with a safe cracker in A Peculiar Combination. In post-WWII England, play
matchmaker in A Rogue’s Company. Or you can stay in the present, with crimes tied to
the past, in Fatal Family Ties and The Secret Staircase.
Jonas Taylor, a paleontologist and ex-undersea submersible pilot, becomes a reluctant
participant in a deep-water mission, an expedition that brings him face to face with the
Megalodon, a prehistoric, massive predator and ancestor of the great white shark. A
first novel. 250,000 first printing. Tour.
In MEG: Generations, Steve Alten New York Times bestselling author continues his
terrifying series. MEG: GENERATIONS opens where MEG: NIGHTSTALKERS left off.
The Liopleurodon offspring has been moved to a holding tank aboard the Dubai-Land
transport ship, Tonga for its journey to the Middle East. While the Crown Prince’s
investors gawk at the creature, below deck in the tanker’s hold, another captured beast
is awakened from its drug-induced state and goes on a rampage. The vessel sinks, the
Lio escapes At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
On a top-secret dive into the Pacific Ocean's deepest canyon, Jonas Taylor found
himself face-to-face with terror. The sole survivor of the mission, Taylor remains
haunted years later by what he saw. Written off as a crackpot, he insists that the
prehistoric shark known as Carcharodon megalodon still swims the deep underwater
chasms. Only an urgent call for help from one of his oldest friends can persuade him to
return to those deadly waters. Now Taylor will relive his darkest nightmare, only to find
that what he saw before was only the beginning. For what lies deep beneath the waves
is a horror that could turn the tides blood-red until the end of time....
In 2012, oil expert Ace Futrell is charged by his dying wife with preventing the U.S.
government's plan to blow up an American city and pin the blame on Iran, whose
nuclear capabilities pose a considerable threat.
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Seven years ago, and seven miles below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, Dr.
Jonas Taylor encountered something that changed the course of his life. Once a
Navy deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Taylor is
convinced that a remnant population of Carcharodon megalodon prehistoric
sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on whales lurks at the bottom of
the Mariana Trench. When offered the opportunity to return to those crushing
depths in search of the Megs, Taylor leaps at the chance... but the quest for
scientific knowledge (and personal vindication) becomes a desperate fight for
survival, when the most vicious predator that the earth has ever known is freed to
once-again hunt the surface.
A young adult debut by the best-selling author of The Interestings traces the
experiences of Jam, who is sent to a therapeutic Vermont boarding school where
she confronts her losses in the aftermath of her beloved boyfriend's shattering
death. Simultaneous eBook.
Getaway With Murder is the first in a cozy series from Diane Kelly set in a lodge
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, where secrets hide behind every hill. As if hitting
the half-century mark wasn’t enough, Misty Murphy celebrated her landmark
birthday by amicably ending her marriage and investing her settlement in a
dilapidated mountain lodge at the top of the Blue Ridge Mountains. With the old
inn teetering on both a bluff and bankruptcy, she must have lost her ever-loving
mind. Luckily, handyman Rocky Crowder has a knack for rehabbing virtual ruins
and for doing it on a dime, and to Misty’s delight, the lodge is fully booked on
opening night, every room filled with flexible folks who’d slipped into spandex
and ascended the peak for a yoga retreat with plans to namastay for a full week.
Misty and her guests are feeling zen—at least until the yoga instructor is found
dead. With a killer on the loose and the lodge’s reputation hanging in the
balance, Misty must put her detective-skills to the test. Only one thing is as clear
as a sunny mountain morning—she must solve the crime before the lodge ends
up, once again, on the brink.
Inspired by Dante's "Divine Comedy," Alten, the "New York Times"-bestselling
author of "MEG," returns with an engaging thriller that draws parallels between
the corruption in Europe preceding the Black Death and today's situation.
Available in a tall Premium Edition.
MegA Novel of Deep TerrorGere Donovan Press
An experimental virus that randomly ceases the aging process is accidentally
released, throwing the world into chaos. What's worse is that the genetic
changes caused by the virus sometimes resulted in a lethal side effect: Sudden
Death Syndrome (SDS). Many years after the world has come to terms with the
new state of things, Yasmine Holloway and Leo Genix - whose lives have been
riddled with peculiar tragedies - find a cure for SDS; however, their cure also
reverts the aging process to its normal state. The powers that be weave Yasmine
and Leo into a web of conspiracy, unwilling to let go of immortality and control.
The scientists are driven underground, where a network of hackers aid in their
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efforts to deliver a cure to the world before time runs out. For more, including
exclusive blog posts by the author, visit us online at
https://www.terminumseries.com/
Scar is a killing machine. Born from DNA spliced between the extinct Megalodon
and modern day Great White, he has a viciousness that transcends time. His evil
is reflected in his eyes, his savagery in his two-inch serrated teeth, his
ruthlessness in his trail of death. After escaping captivity, the killer shark travels
to the island community Cross Point, where prey is in abundance. With an
insatiable appetite, heightened senses, and skin impervious to bullets, Scar kills
everything that crosses his path. His reign of terror puts him at war with the island
sheriff, Nick Piatt. With the body count rising, Nick vows to protect his island
community from the vicious threat. With the aid of a marine biologist, a rookie
deputy, and a bad-tempered fisherman, Nick leads a crusade against Scar, as
well as the ruthless scientist who created him.
Named a best book of the year by Entertainment Weekly, Time, and The Chicago
Tribune, and named a notable book by The New York Times Book Review and
The Washington Post “Remarkable . . . With this book [Wolitzer] has surpassed
herself.”—The New York Times Book Review "A victory . . . The Interestings
secures Wolitzer's place among the best novelists of her generation. . . . She's
every bit as literary as Franzen or Eugenides. But the very human moments in
her work hit you harder than the big ideas. This isn't women's fiction. It's
everyone's."—Entertainment Weekly (A) From Meg Wolitzer, the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Female Persuasion, a novel that has been
called "genius" (The Chicago Tribune), “wonderful” (Vanity Fair), "ambitious"
(San Francisco Chronicle), and a “page-turner” (Cosmopolitan). The summer
that Nixon resigns, six teenagers at a summer camp for the arts become
inseparable. Decades later the bond remains powerful, but so much else has
changed. In The Interestings, Wolitzer follows these characters from the height of
youth through middle age, as their talents, fortunes, and degrees of satisfaction
diverge. The kind of creativity that is rewarded at age fifteen is not always
enough to propel someone through life at age thirty; not everyone can sustain, in
adulthood, what seemed so special in adolescence. Jules Jacobson, an aspiring
comic actress, eventually resigns herself to a more practical occupation and
lifestyle. Her friend Jonah, a gifted musician, stops playing the guitar and
becomes an engineer. But Ethan and Ash, Jules’s now-married best friends,
become shockingly successful—true to their initial artistic dreams, with the wealth
and access that allow those dreams to keep expanding. The friendships endure
and even prosper, but also underscore the differences in their fates, in what their
talents have become and the shapes their lives have taken. Wide in scope,
ambitious, and populated by complex characters who come together and apart in
a changing New York City, The Interestings explores the meaning of talent; the
nature of envy; the roles of class, art, money, and power; and how all of it can
shift and tilt precipitously over the course of a friendship and a life.
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East Antarctica: The coldest, most desolate location on Earth. Two-and-a-half
miles below the ice cap is Vostok, a six thousand square mile liquid lake, over a
thousand feet deep, left untouched for more than fifteen million years. Now,
marine biologist Zachary Wallace and two other scientists aboard a submersible
tethered to a laser will journey 13,000 feet beneath the ice into this unexplored
realm to discover Mesozoic life forms long believed extinct--and an object of
immense power responsible for the evolution of modern man. In this sequel to
The Loch and prequel to MEG: Nightstalkers, New York Times bestselling author
Steve Alten offers readers a crossover novel that combines characters from two
of his most popular series. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Four years after the incident at the Mariana Trench that unleashed a pregnant Megaladon,
Jonas Taylor now houses her one surviving offspring at the Tanaka Institute. Deep in debt,
Taylor has turned to an eccentric billionaire to help keep the institute afloat, but it doesn't come
without a price. Drawn into a web of deceit and lies, plagued by nightmares of his own death,
Taylor must once again face frightening monsters of unimaginable power. Only this time, it's
not just the sharks he has to watch out for.
The most fearsome predators in history...are no longer history in Steve Alten's MEG: Hell's
Aquarium... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Marine biologist Zachary Wallace once suffered a near-drowning experience in legendary Loch
Ness, and now, long-forgotten memories of that experience have begun haunting him. The
truth surrounding these memories lies with Zachary's estranged father, Angus Wallace, a wily
Highlander on trial for murder. Together the two plunge into a world where the legend of Loch
Ness shows its true face. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Jonas Taylor returns in the latest entry in the bestselling MEG series. Having managed to
contain the liopleurodon and captured the megalodon in the Arabian Sea, Jonas soon
discovers that there are even more creatures lurking in the deep waters of the world.
In this fifth installment of the New York Times bestselling MEG series, Nighstalkers picks up
where MEG: Hell's Aquarium left off. Bela and Lizzy, the dominant Megalodon siblings from
Angel's brood, have escaped the Tanaka Institute to roam the Salish Sea in British Columbia.
While Jonas Taylor and his friend Mac attempt to either recapture or kill the "sisters," Jonas's
son, David, embarks on his own adventure, motivated by revenge. Having witnessed his
girlfriend's gruesome death, David has joined a Dubai Prince's ocean expedition, tracking the
120-foot, hundred-ton Liopleurodon that escaped from the Panthalassa Sea. Haunted by night
terrors, David repeatedly risks his life to lure the Lio and other prehistoric sea creatures into the
fleet's nets, while battling his own suicidal demons. Steve Alten weaves these storylines
together in a page-turning thriller that culminates in a final showdown between the most
dangerous predators ever to inhabit the planet. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Looking for a new book that will make your heart race? This free, third edition of The Minotaur
Sampler compiles the beginnings of four can't-miss novels--either standalone or first in
series--publishing Fall 2021 for free for easy sampling. Standalone: Hannah Morrissey’s
captivating mystery suspense debut, Hello, Transcriber, features a female police transcriber
who goes beyond the limits to solve a harrowing case. Every night, while the street lamps shed
the only light on Wisconsin's most crime-ridden city, police transcriber Hazel Greenlee listens
as detectives divulge Black Harbor's gruesome secrets. Standalone: A father and daughter
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living in isolation in the remote Appalachian mountains must reckon with the ghosts of their
past in this next feature, a mesmerizing novel of suspense. Vividly atmospheric and masterfully
tense, Kimi Cunningham Grant’s These Silent Woods is a poignant story of survival, sacrifice,
and how far a father will go when faced with losing it all. Standalone: From a distance, NYU
freshman Claudia Castro has it all. But when the rest of the school comes back from Spring
Break, Claudia is missing. From the critically acclaimed author of Invisible City and Conviction,
Julia Dahl’s The Missing Hours is a novel about obsession, privilege, and the explosive
consequences of one violent act. Revival of the Series: Finish with a special collaboration
between Wednesday Books and Minotaur Books: Enola Holmes is back! The nationally
bestselling series and breakout Netflix sensation returns to beguile readers young and old in
Enola Holmes and the Black Barouche.
A thought-provoking, original appraisal of the meaning of religion by the host of public radio's
On Being Krista Tippett, widely becoming known as the Bill Moyers of radio, is one of the
country's most intelligent and insightful commentators on religion, ethics, and the human spirit.
With this book, she draws on her own life story and her intimate conversations with both
ordinary and famous figures, including Elie Wiesel, Karen Armstrong, and Thich Nhat Hanh, to
explore complex subjects like science, love, virtue, and violence within the context of
spirituality and everyday life. Her way of speaking about the mysteries of life-and of listening
with care to those who endeavor to understand those mysteries--is nothing short of
revolutionary.
When a massive amount of gamma radiation is detected somewhere beneath the desert of
Iran, the world is on edge. Is it a nuclear weapon—or worse? Alex Hunter and his highly trained
incursion team is on a mission to find out. When they arrive at the ruins of Persepolis, they find
an underground facility but no lab, no weapons, no scientists—not even radiation. A black hole
has taken everything... Meanwhile, Iran is preparing for the return of the prophet. Israel is
threatening nuclear war. And the details about Alex's special U.S. military venture—code name:
Arcadian—have been stolen. Then another gamma spike is detected...and someone, or
something, is draining the fluids from the bodies of Iranian soldiers in the desert. Now it's up to
Alex to follow the traces of radiation all the way to the ancient caves of Arak, where he'll come
face to face with a creature from his darkest nightmares. Is it game-over for Alex and his team?
Or are greater forces at work as the world reaches its natural end—and mankind casts its final
judgment?
Thirteen-year-old Natalie Gallagher is trying to escape: from her parents' ugly divorce, and
from the vicious cyber-bullying of her former best friend. Adrift, confused, she is a girl trying to
find her way in a world that seems to either neglect or despise her. Her salvation arrives in an
unlikely form: Bridget O'Connell, an Irish maid working for a wealthy Boston family. The catch?
Bridget lives only in the pages of a dusty old 1920s diary Natalie unearthed in her mother's
basement. But the life she describes is as troubling - and mysterious - as the one Natalie is
trying to navigate herself, almost a century later. I am writing this down because this is my
story. There were only ever two people who knew my secret, and both are gone before me.
Who was Bridget, and what became of her? Natalie escapes into the diary, eager to unlock its
secrets, and reluctantly accepts the help of library archivist Kathleen Lynch, a widow with her
own painful secret: she's estranged from her only daughter. Kathleen sees in Natalie traces of
the daughter she has lost, and in Bridget, another spirited young woman at risk. What could an
Irish immigrant domestic servant from the 1920s teach them both? As the troubles of a very
modern world close in around them, and Natalie's torments at school escalate, the faded
pages of Bridget's journal unite the lonely girl and the unhappy widow - and might even change
their lives forever.
Looking for a new cozy series? In the new edition of Cozy Case Files, Minotaur Books
compiles the beginnings of seven charming cozy mysteries publishing in Fall 2021 for free for
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easy sampling. The thirteenth edition of Cozy Case Files features the latest cozies by the
following authors: Ellie Alexander, Donna Andrews, M. C. Beaton with R. W. Green, Jane K.
Cleland, Jess Dylan, Elizabeth Penney, and Diane Kelly. Dip into two series debuts! In Chapter
and Curse, follow Molly Kimball as she heads to Cambridge, England to help run the family
bookshop. In Getaway with Murder, Misty Murphy celebrates her fiftieth birthday by ending her
marriage, emptying both her nest and her bank account, and purchasing a dilapidated
mountain lodge at the top of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Spring has arrived in Leavenworth,
Washington in The Cure for What Ales You, and despite the festive spirit Slone Krause is
brewing over her past. And speaking of things in bloom, Petals and Poison returns readers to a
flower shop with a knack for attracting trouble as well as customers. Beloved heroine Agatha
Raisin is back in Down the Hatch, where a newfound hobby, power-walking, leads Agatha to a
dead body and right into her newest case. In Jane Austen’s Lost Letters, Josie Prescott
comes across two undiscovered letters, under mysterious circumstances, written by the
beloved novelist. Finish by getting in the holiday spirit in The Twelve Jays of Christmas, where
a snowstorm brings to light not only a murder, but an elopement within the Langslow family.
The timeless classic Little Women inspired this heartwarming modern tale of four sisters from
New York Times bestselling author Virginia Kantra. The March sisters—reliable Meg,
independent Jo, stylish Amy, and shy Beth—have grown up to pursue their separate dreams.
When Jo followed her ambitions to New York City, she never thought her career in journalism
would come crashing down, leaving her struggling to stay afloat in a gig economy as a prep
cook and secret food blogger. Meg appears to have the life she always planned—the handsome
husband, the adorable toddlers, the house in a charming subdivision. But sometimes getting
everything you’ve ever wanted isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. When their mother’s illness
forces the sisters home to North Carolina for the holidays, they’ll rediscover what really
matters. One thing’s for sure—they’ll need the strength of family and the power of sisterhood
to remake their lives and reimagine their dreams.
All New Revised and Expanded! Includes Meg: Origins. Carcharodon Megalodon; apex
predator of all time, the most fearsome creature that ever lived a 70-foot, 60,000 pound Great
White Shark. Hundreds of 7-inch serrated teeth filled jaws that could swallow an elephant
whole. It could sense its prey miles away, inhaling its scent as it registered the beat of its
fluttering heart, and if you ever came close enough to see the monster...it was already too late.
For Navy deep-sea submersible pilot Jonas Taylor, it nearly was too late. Years ago, on a top-
secret dive seven miles down into the Mariana Trench, Jonas came face to face with an
ancient monster everyone believed extinct. Having barely escaped with his life, Jonas must
prove to the world that Meg still exists. When an opportunity to return to the trench presents
itself, he takes it, intent on returning topside with a 7-inch tooth! But man s presence in this
unexplored domain releases one of the sharks from its purgatory, and now Jonas is the only
one who can stop it.
The Admissions brilliantly captures the frazzled pressure cooker of modern life as a seemingly
perfect family comes undone by a few desperate measures, long-buried secret —and college
applications! The Hawthorne family has it all. Great jobs, a beautiful house in one of the most
affluent areas of Northern California, and three charming kids whose sunny futures are all but
assured. And then comes their eldest daughter’s senior year of high school . . . Firstborn
Angela Hawthorne is a straight-A student and star athlete, with extracurricular activities coming
out of her ears and a college application that’s not going to write itself. She’s set her sights on
Harvard, her father’s alma mater, and like a dog with a chew toy, Angela won’t let up until
she’s basking in crimson-colored glory. Except her class rank as valedictorian is under attack,
she’s suddenly losing her edge at cross-country, and she can’t help but daydream about a
cute baseball player. Of course Angela knows the time put into her schoolgirl crush would be
better spent coming up with a subject for her English term paper—which, along with her college
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essay, has a rapidly approaching deadline. Angela’s mother, Nora, is similarly stretched to the
limit, juggling parent-teacher meetings, carpool, and a real estate career where she caters to
the mega-rich and super-picky buyers and sellers of the Bay Area. The youngest daughter,
second-grader Maya, still can’t read; the middle child, Cecily, is no longer the happy-go-lucky
kid she once was; and their dad, Gabe, seems oblivious to the mounting pressures at home
because a devastating secret of his own might be exposed. A few ill-advised moves put the
Hawthorne family on a collision course that’s equal parts achingly real and delightfully
screwball—and they learn that whatever it cost to get their lucky lives it may cost far more to
keep them. Sharp, topical, and wildly entertaining, The Admissions shows that if you pull at a
loose thread, even the sturdiest lives start to unravel at the seams of high achievement.
Joining a scientific team originally scheduled to travel to one of Jupiter's moons, tech genius
Robert Eisenbraun is put into hibernation against his will and awakens on a hostile Earth
where he must defeat a technological adversary of his own making. By the best-selling author
of the MEG series. 20,000 first printing.
Master of suspense Steve Alten always takes readers to the edge with his non-stop,
adrenaline-charged novels. Now, in The Trench, Alten shows just how deep fear can run when
you don’t know what lurks beneath the surface... Its appetite is ravenous. Its teeth, scalpel-
sharp. For the first time, the captive twenty-ton Megalodon shark has tasted human blood, and
it wants more... On the other side of the world, in the silent depths of the ocean, lies the
Marianas Trench, where the Megalodon has spawned since the dawn of time. Paleobiologist
Jonas Taylor once dared to enter this perilous cavern. He alone faced a Megalodon shark and
cut its heart out. Now, as the body count rises and the horror of a monster’s attack grips the
California coast, Jonas must begin the hunt again, and return to the waking nightmare of...
THE TRENCH “A fast-paced thriller with many plot twists.” —Booklist “A nail-biting summer
read.” —Kirkus Reviews
Commander Jonas Taylor is tasked with piloting the US Navy's most advanced submersible,
the DSV Sea Cliff, to the bottom of Challenger Deep 36,000 feet below the surface into what is
very much an undiscovered country. What he finds there a remnant population of luminous,
prehistoric Megalodons will change the course of the rest of his life. In this prequel to his New
York Times Bestseller, Meg: A Novel of Deep Terror, Alten sets the stage for the popular
suspense series to follow. Fans of Meg will find it a must for offering insight into key characters'
backstories, but the novella-length work also stands alone as a bite-sized tale of deep-sea
suspense.
Now a major motion picture starring Glenn Close in her Golden Globe–winning role! One of
bestselling author Meg Wolitzer’s most beloved books—an “acerbically funny” (Entertainment
Weekly) and “intelligent…portrait of deception” (The New York Times). The Wife is the story of
the long and stormy marriage between a world-famous novelist, Joe Castleman, and his wife
Joan, and the secret they’ve kept for decades. The novel opens just as Joe is about to receive
a prestigious international award, The Helsinki Prize, to honor his career as one of America’s
preeminent novelists. Joan, who has spent forty years subjugating her own literary talents to
fan the flames of his career, finally decides to stop. Important and ambitious, The Wife is a
sharp-eyed and compulsively readable story about a woman forced to confront the sacrifices
she’s made in order to achieve the life she thought she wanted. “A rollicking, perfectly pitched
triumph…Wolitzer’s talent for comedy of manners reaches a heady high” (Los Angeles Times),
in this wise and candid look at the choices all men and women make—in marriage, work, and
life.
SOON TO BE A HOLLYWOOD BLOCKBUSTER STARRING JASON STATHAM. On a top-
secret dive into the Pacific Ocean's deepest canyon, Jonas Taylor found himself face-to-face
with the largest and most ferocious predator in the history of the animal kingdom. The sole
survivor of the mission, Taylor is haunted by what he's sure he saw but still can't prove exists –
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Carcharodon megalodon, the massive mother of the great white shark. Written off as a
crackpot suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, Taylor refuses to forget the depths that
nearly cost him his life. But it takes an old friend in need to get him to return to the water, and a
hotshot female submarine pilot to dare him back into a high-tech miniature sub. Diving deeper
than he ever has before, Taylor will face terror like he's never imagined, and what he finds
could turn the tides bloody red until the end of time. MEG is about to surface. When she does,
nothing and no one is going to be safe, and Jonas must face his greatest fear once again.
Includes MEG: Origins.
MEG: The Graphic Novel A beautifully illustrated graphic novel based on New
York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's novel and Soon to Be a Major Motion
Picture directed by Jon Turteltaub and starring Jason Statham as Jonas Taylor.
Once a Navy deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Dr. Jonas
Taylor is convinced that a remnant population of Carcharodon
Megalodon--prehistoric sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on
whales--lurks at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. When offered the opportunity
to return to those crushing depths in search of the MEG, Taylor leaps at the
chance... but the quest for scientific knowledge (and personal vindication)
becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the most vicious predator that the
earth has ever known is freed to once-again hunt the surface. This graphic novel
is illustrated by super star artist Mike S. Miller, artist of George R.R. Martin's
Game of Thrones prequel "The Hedge Knight" graphic novel and the number 1
bestselling digital comic series, DC Comics "Inhumans."
Immanuel Gabriel encounters his deceased grandfather as he attempts to
investigate the end of the world, predicted by Mayan prophecy to occur in 2012,
and learns dark secrets about human history.
In an isolated society, one girl makes a discovery that will change everything —
and learns that a single stone, once set in motion, can bring down a mountain.
Jena — strong, respected, reliable — is the leader of the line, a job every girl in the
village dreams of. Watched over by the Mothers as one of the chosen seven,
Jena's years spent denying herself food and wrapping her limbs have paid off.
She is small enough to squeeze through the tunnels of the mountain and gather
the harvest, risking her life with each mission. No work is more important. This
has always been the way of things, even if it isn’t easy. But as her suspicions
mount and Jena begins to question the life she’s always known, the cracks in
her world become impossible to ignore. Thought-provoking and quietly complex,
Meg McKinlay’s novel unfolds into a harshly beautiful tale of belief, survival, and
resilience stronger than stone.
Play was performed by Aboriginal cast at 1982 Festival of Perth.
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the
arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me
sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
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there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't
know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of
Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in
1963, is the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace,
and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high
school). They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while
engaged in secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
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